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FOREWORD

Praise and thank, I say to God Almighty for His blessings and mercy, the author can complete the preparation of the final report on the Business Development Study properly and in accordance with the appointed time. This Business Development Study is the result of Field Work Practices held on March 1, 2019 - May 31, 2019 at Milka Krem, Philippine Carabao Center, Philippine. On this opportunity the author would like to thank:

1. Ma'am Intani Dewi, SPt, MSc, MSi as my supervisor who has provided guidance and direction in making the author's report on the Business Development Study Establishment Business Unit the Processing of Spoil Buffalo Milk into Keychain on Milka Krem, Philippine Carabao Center

2. Ma'am Sanitianing Angraini, SP, MM as my examiner who has given advice on improving the Business Development Study Establishment Business Unit the Processing of Spoil Buffalo Milk into Keychain on Milka Krem, Philippine Carabao Center.

3. Dr Cyril Baltazar and Ma'am Katrina Cruz as my supervisor during my field work practice in the Philippines

4. Head of Agribusiness Management Study Program and all staff of Vocational School, IPB University

I hope this Business Development Study that has been made can provide benefits and insights for readers.

Bogor, August 2019

Sarah Jessyca Mesa